PROSE PLUS

Celebrating the Foundations for Success
What kinds of NYC Schools have a strong impact on academic achievement?

- 40.5% with High Impact on Academic Achievement.
- 10.0% Low-collaboration Schools
% of High Collaboration Schools Showing Strong Academic Achievement

- PROSE: 48%
- Others: 37%
HOW DO WE BUILD A STRONG AND DURABLE FOUNDATION?
One Answer: *Steering Committees*

**People:**

– Principal and chapter leader

– Individuals *selected by each instructional team*

– A committee chair person from among those above

**Frequent scheduled meetings**

**Norms and Protocols**

**Explicit Form of Communication**
So –

Just What is PROSE PLUS??????!!!
Criteria

Have been a PROSE school for at least one year;

Have a PROSE Steering Committee whose members have been selected by teams;

Have a plan to create at least one other school-wide committee whose members have been selected in the same way.
Application

**Step 1**
- Affirm you meet the criteria
- Tell us how PROSE innovations have had an impact on student achievement *(not required for schools that just renewed)*
- Have the approval of the SLT

**Step 2**
- Panel reviews and decides

**Step 3:**
- UFT members at the school take a vote
- If 65% vote yes, the school is in PROSE PLUS
Anything Else?

• PROSE PLUS school can implement approved plans without a vote.

• PROSE PLUS schools decide at the end of every year whether they want to remain as PROSE PLUS or return to PROSE.
Contact Us

• PROSE@schools.nyc.gov
• PROSE@uft.org